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 -09-25 hi is there any online tutorial which tells how to use teamviewer in detail? lol !ask | williamchan_ williamchan_: Please don't ask to ask a question, simply ask the question (all on ONE line and in the channel, so that others can read and follow it easily). If anyone knows the answer they will most likely reply. :-) See also!patience Hiz: this is an IRC chat. there's no easy way of solving your issue
You are a bot you dont care Hiz: I'd ask you to try a live boot of 18.04 dont worry, ubottu is just having fun Only a bot needs fun yes i am just the newest bot here :v Hiz: since the installer you're running seems to be having some issues installing the grub bootloader bz_: So, using 18.04 is my only option for now? Hiz: that's possible yes bz_: Does 18.04 use grub2? Hiz: have you tried the 18.04 live

disk? williamchan_: i dont know of any, but there are online howtos for teamviewer. bz_: What do you mean by trying? My laptop is connected to the internet Hiz: you're on Ubuntu right now? tomreyn, i want to know before i purchase bz_: Yes, I am Hiz: ok. have you booted the live disk? bz_: Yeah, I downloaded the ISO for 18.04.iso and I booted from it Hiz: ok. now. we're going to assume your
current hard disk (/dev/sda) is in the same position as it was in when you installed Ubuntu (and its contents are not 82157476af
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